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For years, understaffed teams, legacy technologies, and misaligned budgets
have forced IT departments to spend a disproportionate amount of time
putting out fires rather than focusing on providing business solutions and
optimizing revenue-generating processes.

Although these fires may be business-critical, there are now solutions that can ease the burden on the IT
staff by relocating some of the responsibilities to the cloud, while allowing the humans to focus on
generating real value for the IT department.
To help you out, we’ve compiled a list of nine ways your IT department can become more efficient by
adopting a cloud solution. And believe us – this list is far from complete. But who really wants to read an
endless list?
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1

Automate Data Backup

We’ll start the list with a big one – data backup doesn’t need to be a tedious and time-consuming
process. Cloud backup solutions often deliver near-instantaneous backup capability, and can be
deployed across all internet-facing devices, such as desktop computers, laptops, and mobile devices.
The cloud is OS-agnostic, and can easily be integrated into your IT structure so all data is captured, even
something as small as a single email. Additionally, storing data in the cloud does not require transporting
tape-based backup mediums to and from storage facilities, saving valuable time.

2

Ensure Data Recovery

Some would recommend not starting a list with your one-two punch, but we like to break from the norm.
Since data backup is easier, quicker, and more efficient with the cloud, so is data recovery. Unlike
tape-based backup mediums, recovery from the cloud is not influenced by tape degradation or
corruption. If needed, specific data is also more easily found and recovered using a cloud solution than
tape. And again, recovery extends to all connected devices.To top it off, many cloud solutions
immediately start correcting for corruption in the case some type of error is found without the need for
human intervention. Automated backup and automated recovery.

3

Improve Data Security and Privacy

The value of stolen data is on the rise. A conservative estimate puts the black-market value of a stolen
health record to be 10 times the worth of a stolen credit card number. While healthcare companies
experienced a 60% increase in detected security instances from 2013 – 2014, data theft affects all
industries, and is increasing across the board. Companies have lost billions of dollars to data breaches,
so what can the cloud do to help protect your business? A lot.
While tape-based backup mediums are exposed to data theft by anyone who can get their hands on the
tape, such as when they’re in transit or by angry employees, the cloud can become the Fort Knox of data
security. Advanced data encryption, such as AES-256, and easily-enforced and monitored access restrictions
can ensure your data is safe. Better yet, the cloud can be compliant to privacy requirements such as HIPAA
and PCI.
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4

Replace Legacy Systems

One of the biggest time sinks for an IT department is maintaining and managing old, now outdated
technology. Legacy systems have a range of limitations, including expensive upkeep and the potential
need for personnel with a unique and rare-to-find skillset. As a solution for the legacy dilemma, some
cloud providers host Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which can replace or supplement legacy systems
by moving the IT infrastructure to the cloud, such as data centers and servers. Just imagine, no more
server maintenance.

5

Minimize Software Updates

And IaaS leads us right into #5. In addition to the cloud platform itself being constantly updated by its
provider, you can easily deploy software updates across a whole network of machines without going
from computer to computer. By creating a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and hosting your
company’s computer system in the cloud, your IT team can perform a single software upgrade and
update an entire company.

6

Decrease Troubleshooting

To continue our IaaS theme, the IT department can minimize its time as the company’s help desk by
implementing a cloud-hosted IaaS. Because IT operations are managed over the cloud, employees are
less likely to experience computer-specific errors. Additionally, the network and servers are no longer
exposed to potential hardware failures – the cloud takes the burden to ensure everything is running
smoothly. And if a problem can does occur, it can be handled from virtually anywhere.
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7

Scale to Size

Hardware and software is expensive, especially for a company that needs to expand its infrastructure.
While scaling to size traditionally meant buying more servers, and potentially hiring more IT staff to
maintain them, the cloud is often immediately scalable for businesses of all sizes. Need more storage?
No problem. Need to increase your security? Done. Simply contact your cloud provider and determine
what’s the best solution for your company’s needs.

8

Meet Your Need for Speed

The cloud is fast. With more data being generated in the past few years than ever before, cloud
platforms have evolved to enable quick access and manipulation of massive data sets. If your databases
are hogging your system resources or slowing down connected applications, let the cloud do the work.

9

Access from Anywhere

In the age of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) workplaces and remote employees, it’s critical that work
can be accessed from the office or at home, from a computer or a phone, from the mountains to the
beach. As companies struggle to adapt to BYOD environments, the cloud has stepped in as a solution to
from-anywhere access, backup, recovery, and security for company data and systems. There’s a high
chance your employees are already trying to access work-related materials from their phones – use the
cloud to make it easier (and more secure) for them to do so.
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About Razor Technology
Since 2004, Razor Technology is a leading
end-to-end Infrastructure solutions provider
dedicated to helping organizations solve
business challenges. We empower
organizations to take a holistic approach to
building intelligent solutions for their
environment, whether it is on premises, in
the Cloud, or a hybrid model. Our certified
technical engineers design, plan, deliver,
and support high performance and
integrated solutions for some of the most
demanding clients and data centers in the
world. We partner directly with our clients to
identify best-in-class solutions that will
drive complexity out of your infrastructure,
deliver flexible IT within the business, and
provide the greatest return on investment
for your organization.
We serve the greater Northeast and
Mid-Atlantic regions with headquarters in
Philadelphia. Founded in 2004, Razor
currently has more than 300 clients. Razor
Technology has been named to CRN’s 2014
Solution Provider 500 List and Next Gen 250
List as one of North America’s leading
innovative solutions providers.

Razor Technology, LLC
5 Tower Bridge
300 Barr Harbor Drive, Suite 705
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
866.797.3282
www.razor-tech.com
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